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Who Are We?

A Unique 
Solution to the 
Global Water Crisis

Our Mission Statement:

Gravity Water combines rainwater harvesting, elevated 

storage, and gravity-fed filtration, providing communities 

in developing countries with a localized source of safe 

drinking water that is self-sustaining and 100% energy-

free.



Technology



Gravity Water captures rainwater from school 
rooftops, stores water in elevated tanks, and 
applies a three-tier filtration process. 

Throughout this process, we employ:

Rainwater Catchment 

Elevated Storage 

Gravity-Fed Filtration

Technology
Simplicity in Innovation



Rainwater 
Catchment

Did you know that 85% of the population in developing countries are located in the 
tropics and subtropics where rainfall is abundant? 

The Global Water Crisis affects millions every year, with waterborne illness being one 
of the greatest causes of death for children around the world.

Gravity Water focuses on rainwater harvesting as a sustainable approach to preventing 
water contamination while providing an energy-free and on-site source of clean water.



Elevated 
Storage

Gravity Water systems are 100% electricity- and pump-free. Instead, our systems utilize 
the most abundant free energy source on the planet, gravity.

Removing the need for electricity, which is often limited and unreliable for communities in 
need, and the need for pumps, which are the first and most common part of water systems 
to break, ensure our systems are resilient, long-lasting, and reliable for all communities.



Gravity-Fed 
Filtration

Though Gravity Water focuses on rainwater harvesting, our systems can also be used 
with groundwater during periods of drought. 

To ensure safety of our product, regardless of the water source, we install energy-free 
filtration systems on every project.

Gravity Water systems filter rainwater through it’s three-tier filtration system, which removes 
metals, chemicals, parasites, sediment, protozoa, and 99.999999% of bacteria, ensuring 
students have access to a U.S. E.P.A.-rated source of safe drinking water every day.



Community 
Focused



Gravity Water works carefully to create 
meaningful relationships in every 
community we work with. 

Gravity Water systems are 100% built, 
managed, and maintained by the 
communities that receive them.

Local Management 

Local Skill Sets

Focus on Schools 

Local Materials

Community-
Based
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Local 
Management

Our hardworking team of National Directors 
lead projects and are responsible for:

• Determining build sites, 

• Organizing and training local construction 
teams,  

• Ensuring responsible local oversight, and

• Managing and maintaining Gravity Water 
systems year-round.
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Local Materials

Each system utilizes materials that are easily found 
in, or near, the communities in which we work with.

Using materials that can be locally sourced around 
the world ensures that communities have access to 
the basic tools and equipment required to install 
and maintain our clean water systems.
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Local Skillsets

Our National Directors hire and train local 
community members to hang gutters, weld 
tank stands and plumb Gravity Water systems. 

Gravity Water believes in paying fair and just 
wages to everyone we employ. 



It provides the greatest at-risk population, children, 
with safe drinking water, regardless of race, 
gender, religion, or socioeconomic background.

Focusing on clean drinking water for schools 
ensures children spend more days in the 
classroom and fewer days out sick.

Most households are able to boil or purchase 
water, meaning schools serve as one of the high-
risk locations for waterborne illness for children.

Focus on Schools
Gravity Water focuses our program 
services in schools for several reasons:



Where We Work

Puerto Rico

Costa Rica

Bali, Indonesia

Nepal
Vietnam



Reducing Plastic Pollution

Creating Alternatives to Drinking Water Access



Plastic Reduction
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Single-Use Plastics

Many schools only provide safe 
drinking water by purchasing single-
use plastic bottles, which only benefit 
the students who can afford them.

A Compounding Problem

Most developing countries lack 
recycling infrastructure; therefore, 
plastic waste is either burned or 
discarded in the environment.
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An Effective Solution

Schools with Gravity Water systems 
drastically reduce their plastic 
footprint, preventing tens of 
thousands of single-use plastic bottles 
from being used every year.



Our Conversions
Water x Plastic



Clean Water Access

Short Term: Cost Per Child = only $8
For the first year, $8 provides a permanent source 
of clean drinking water for one child. 

Long Term (10 year) 
$0.10 recurring cost per child; for filter replacement.

$0.90 per year per child averaged over 10 years. 

16% increase in students served each consecutive year. 

Low Cost, Large Impact. 
Gravity Water’s new technology provides the lowest 
cost-per-child for safe drinking water access and 
can provide 7x more children with safe drinking 
water for the same amount of funding invested in 
wells and piped systems.
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Clean Water Access - Impact



Plastic Pollution Reduction
Short Term: $8 = Prevention of ~200 Single-Use 
Plastic Bottles per Year
$8 provides a permanent source of clean drinking 
water for one child, which prevents the purchase of an 
estimated 200 single-use plastic water bottles per year.

Long Term (10 year) 
The initial investment of $8 prevents 200 single-use 
plastic water bottles from entering the environment 
each consecutive year throughout the future. 

(2,000 in 10 years)

Prevention Instead of Treatment
Over 80% of the plastic in our oceans come from Asia 
due to the lack of recycling and waste management 
infrastructure. Preventing dependency on single-use 
plastic, such as needing to by bottled water, is critical 
for significantly reducing plastic in our oceans.
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Annual Revenue 

Annual Grants

Percentage of a 

product or sales 

Product/Sale-based

Direct product donations

In-kind Donations

Options for Support
Ways to Partner



Examples

Annual Grants

Corporation A wants to support over 5,000 children (50,000 children in 10 

years) so they agree to a $40,000 annual grant to Gravity Water. 

Product or Sale-Based

Corporation B agrees to donate 10% of proceeds from their backpack line, or 

100% of proceeds from their “Blue” backpack line. 

In-Kind Donations

Corporation C provides $5,000 in net value of a product.

Ways to Partner



Business Membership 
Program

Connecting Your Staff to the Impact



50%

13%
Firms actively engaged in corporate social 

responsibility (CSR) have 13% more productive 

employees, and

Less company turnover, 50% reduction,  

compared to firms not engaged in CSR.

74% of employees say their job is more fulfilling when 

given the opportunity to make a positive impact at work. 
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1. Cone Communications 2016 Employee Engagement Study
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Connecting Your Staff to the Impact
Employee Engagement



Business Membership Program

Each employee gets a 
welcome gift package from 
Gravity Water when they are 
on-boarded to the program.

The Gravity Water 
Business Membership 

Program is a unique 
way to connect the 

impact your company 
makes to the staff that 
makes your company 

possible. Every month your employee 
works for your company, they 
are providing a child with 
access to a permanent source 
of safe drinking water.

                   
                     
                   
                     

We connect each employee with your contribution, so they see 
more than just a donation from your company. 



At the end of the year, 

Gravity Water provides your 

business with an impact 

report on the impact your 

business and employees 

made during that year. 

Each month, Gravity Water 
sends a unique newsletter 
to your staff, highlighting last 
month’s impact and plans  
for the upcoming month.

Once every year,  
Gravity Water sends out 
a handwritten thank you 
letter to each employee.

Business Membership Program
Individualized thank you packages connect your staff with impact on-the-ground. 



How We Say 
Thank You



Sharing Your Impact

Depending 
on level of 

participation, 
Gravity Water 

offers

Co-branded Marketing 

and Media Toolkits

Professional co branded 

film/highlight reels highlighting 

partnership and impact.

Team packages (employee gift packages)

Sponsored clean water projects 

in your businesses name 

(includes banner at project with 

your logo and full media kit).

Promotion throughout Gravity 

Water’s market and audience

Gravity Water provides our 1% for the Planet partners with the tools they 
need to leverage our partnership and increase the success of their business.

                   
                     

                   
                     



Next Steps

Visit Our 1% for the Planet Profile

Contact:

Danny Wright

Founder, Executive Director

Danny@GravityWater.org

(831) 234-1887

gravitywater.org

mailto:Danny@GravityWater.org

